
This work examines the heat transfer analysis of a convective flow over a vertical plate
under the combined influence of viscous dissipation and thermal radiation in the
presence of heat source/sink with the plate being subjected to a variable surface
temperature. The governing boundary layer equations are formulated, simplified and
non-dimensionalised. The dimensionless equations are solved by employing Crank
Nicolson’s implicit finite difference scheme. The effects of dimensionless numbers
affecting the flow are shown graphically on the dimensionless velocity and temperature
profiles. (Ref: Oyelami Funmilayo H. Analysis of heat transfer on
Magnetohydrodynamic convective flow past a vertical plate in the presence of heat
source/sink. Discovery, 2019, 55(280), 142-146).
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EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES

Method of detection of pathological areas in biotissues on the basis of determination of characteristics of harmonic components
in an ultrasonic wave
Nikolay Chernov, Margarita Laguta, Anastasiya Varenikova
The task of improving the quality of methods of ultrasound examination of the human body is relevant today. Analyze the existing methods
of visualization of internal structures of biological objects was carried out in the paper. Investigated ultrasonic-based method of higher
harmonics of the acoustic waves transmitted through the biological environment, which allows to increase the contrast, resolution and the
accuracy of determining the location of the object. The proposed method is based on the analysis of the secondary acoustic field at the
observation point M. The mathematical calculations have shown that the changes in the nonlinear parameter in the medium coincide with
the distribution of the amplitudes of the oscillatory velocities of the wave of the secondary field. The developed method of ultrasonic
visualization based on the determination of the amplitude parameters of the secondary field of the passed acoustic wave can be used to
construct an image of a plane slice of a biological object.
Discovery, 2019, 55(280), 120-124
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Prevalence of major skin diseases of cattle in and around Hawassa, Southern Ethiopia
Addise Ambilo, Abriham Kebede
A cross-sectional study was conducted to determine the prevalence of major skin diseases of cattle in and around Hawassa from November
2011 to April 2012. Of the total 384 cattle examined, 66 (17.27%) were clinically infected with different skin diseases of various etiologic
origin. The most commonly encountered skin diseases were: dermatophytosis (8.32%), acariasis (3.13%), pediculosis (2.60%), lumpy skin
disease (1.62%) and dermatophilosis (1.56%). No significant differences (P>0.05) were observed among age, breed and managemental
groups in relation to the prevalence of dermatophilosis and lumpy skin disease infection rates whereas significantly (P<0.05) higher cases
of dermatophytosis and pediculosis were recorded in animals less than two years of age. In dermatophytosis and pediculosis cases, no
significant difference (P>0.05) was seen between the sex and breed groups. In pediculotic cases, the major lice species encountered were
Bovicolabovis, Haematopinus and Linognatus species. Statistically significant (p<0.05) difference was observed in two sex groups
regarding to acariasis infestations. The frequent sites of ringworm lesions were on the hump, sacral areas, face and base of the horn, ears
and sides of the body. Hides and skins are main sources of raw materials for tannery industry inputs. Therefore, animal health assistants,
veterinarians, regional governments and tanneries should support activities in fight of skin diseases.
Discovery, 2019, 55(280), 125-131
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Analysis of influencing factors of initial public offering underpricing in Indonesia stock exchange
Isti Fadah, Mohamad Iqbal Habibi, Marmono Singgih, Istatuk Budi Y
This article aims to analyze influence factors underpricing of IPO in Indonesian Stock Exchange. Independent variable for which tested in
this research is company age, company size, profitability, financial leverage, underwriter reputation, and auditors’ reputation. Dependent
variable is proxied use initial return. Population in this research is a company that experienced underpricing for years 2012-2017 in BEI. The
technique of collection sample using a purposive sampling technique and the criteria which had been determined and produce 91
companies that become the sample. This research is quantitative research based hypothesis test (explanatory research). The method of
analysis that used in this research was descriptive and multiple Linear regression analysis. Based on descriptive analysis, the average
initial return obtained investors when ipo during the period observations on the 2012-2017 of 43.5%. The results of the analysis regression
showed that the company size and underwriter reputation have an influence negative significant impact on initial return. While company
age, profitability, financial leverage, and auditors reputations do not affect in significant impact on initial return.
Discovery, 2019, 55(280), 132-136
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Dental health care in Bangladesh: Prospects and Challenges
Shahin Zerin Mostarin, Priscilla Khyang, Snigdha Rani Roy
This study aims to explore the prospects of dental health care in Bangladesh. A quantitative approach has been applied to obtaining the
objective of the study. Data have been collected from 385 respondents of various professions through face to face interview. Prospects of
dental health care are determined in terms of socio-demographic information of the respondents, facilities of dental health care services,
and challenges regarding dental health care services. This study reveals that 22.86% of the respondents completed their secondary
education while who are young aged. Most of the respondents (36.36%) are under worker group while 16.36% are craftsman and trader,
22.08% is an employee of various organizations and only a few (10.91%) are not actively participated in the work regularly. The majority
(48.57%) of the respondents visited irregular basis while only 3.9% respondent visits regularly. About 90.65% of respondents have visited
only emergency basis while only 9.35% visited for a regular checkup. About 40% of respondents are a medium consumer of soft drinks
while 39.48% are higher and 8.57% consume soft drinks occasionally. It is mentionable that majority (43.12%) respondents are not a
regular consumer of chewing gum which indicates a good habit of the respondent that can protect their dental health. It is also found that
the majority (48.83%) of the respondents are using toothbrush while 25.71% using a chewing stick and 25.45% are using a finger for
cleaning their teeth. An awareness building program should be triggered to develop awareness about dental health care services. It will
reduce dental health related problems and saves thousands of people from serious health diseases.
Discovery, 2019, 55(280), 137-141
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Analysis of heat transfer on Magnetohydrodynamic convective flow past a vertical plate in the presence of heat source/sink



Oyelami Funmilayo H
This work examines the heat transfer analysis of a convective flow over a vertical plate under the combined influence of viscous dissipation
and thermal radiation in the presence of heat source/sink with the plate being subjected to a variable surface temperature. The governing
boundary layer equations are formulated, simplified and non-dimensionalised. The dimensionless equations are solved by employing Crank
Nicolson’s implicit finite difference scheme. The effects of dimensionless numbers affecting the flow are shown graphically on the
dimensionless velocity and temperature profiles.
Discovery, 2019, 55(280), 142-146


